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SILICONE FREE DECLARATION 
 

The Gates Europe BVBA (Gates) declares that to the best of its knowledge, and based on its investigation 

and information available from its suppliers at the time of this declaration, the Gates Product listed in  

Table 1 below does not intentionally contain any silicone though trace amounts may exist due to impurities 

in raw material sources: 

 

Table 1: Gates Europe BVBA Products (which are components) 

 

Name: Type: Description: 

Synchronous belts PowerGrip MXL , XL , L , H , XH, XXH 

 PowerGrip HTD 3M , 5M , 8M , 14M, 20M, HTD3 

 PowerGrip GT3 2MGT , 3MGT , 5MGT ,8MGT, 14MGT 

 PowerGrip GT 2MR , 3MR , 5MR 

 Powergrip GTX 8MX,14MX 

 Poly Chain Carbon Volt 8GTV , 14GTV 

 Poly Chain GT Carbon 8MGT , 14MGT 

 Polychain Volt 8GTV , 14GTV 

 Polychain Carbon 8GTC/14GTC 

 Polychain GT2 8MGT, 14MGT 

 Twin Power XL, L, H, HTD-3M ,HTD-5M, GT2-8MGT, GT2-14MGT 

 Long Length and LiftPower XL, L, H, 3M , 5M , 8M , 14M , 3MR , 5MR , 8MR 

 TransMotion 8mm Transmotion 

 PowerPainT All PowerPaint Product 

 CDN  11M (Rubber) 

 CDX/CDC 11M (Polychain) 

V-belts Gates Quad Power ® 4 XPZ/3VX, XPA, XPB/5VX, XPC 

 Quad-Power III  

 Super HC MN, Super HC  
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 Hi-Power  

 VulcoPower  

 VulcoPlus  

 TEXROPE® VP2 SPZ, SPA, SPB, SPC 

 TEXROPE®S84 Z, A, B, C, D, E 

 TEXROPE®HFX plus XPZ, XPA, XPB, XPC 

 TEXROPE®HFX-e XPZ, XPA, XPB, XPC 

 Delta Narrow SPZ, SPA, SPB, SPC 

 Delta Classic Z, A, B, C, D 

 Predator  

 Quad-Power II PowerBand  

 Super HC, Hi-Power PowerBand  

 Powerated  

 Multi-Speed  

 Polyflex JB  

 Polyflex  

 Molded COG (MC)  

 Extra Service EXL / ESC / ES / ESPB /ESLM / EXPB 

Micro-V Horizon  

 Stretch Fit  

 Extra Service ES 

 XS  

 TEXROPE®VSX J, L, M 

Polyurethane belts Polyurethane timing belts T5, AT5, ATL5, T10, AT10, ATL10, T20, AT20, ATL20,HTD5, HTD8, HTD8L, 

HTD14, HTDL14, HPL3, HPL5, HPL14RSL, STD5, STD8, WR5, WR10, T5 

ATB, TB ECO, T5 R4, XL, L, H, XH, T5V, AT5V, ATL5V, T10VS, AT10V, HV 
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 Polyurethane flat belts BFL20, BFL20 RSL, BFL20 KV, BFL32, BFL32 RSL, BFL38, BFL48 

 Polyurethane wide belts HTD8, WT10, WH, GMT3 

 Polyurethane food grade belts Posy Clean, Flat Clean, Centre Clean 

Polyester belts Polyester timing belts H, T10 

Molded Micro-V Snap on EPH, EPJ 

 

 

 

 

This product information was generated electronically and is valid without signature. For further information, please 

contact Justyna Tezycka, Gates REACH Coordinator (Justyna.Tezycka@gates.com) 
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